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Abstract: BM3D frames based formulation provides new perspectives for the use of BM3D modeling in the circular 

shift-invariant reconstruction, but cannot be applied in the non-variant reconstruction. In order to solve this problem, a ra-

dial blur physical model was established, in this paper rectangular block replaced sector block in rectangular coordinate 

image, the matching area and restoration coefficient regulation were established to improve the BM3D frames and to 

complete the radial image restoration. The results show that the sector block was matching in neighbor area, the radial 

blur image can be effectively recovered, and the effect is obviously better than RL-NL and RL-TV methods or other resto-

ration methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Image restoration is a key step in the field of image proc-
essing [1]. This technology is used in solving the blurry and 
noisy images restoration problem in the space environment 
in the image observing area and the motion platform imaging 
observing area. Nowadays, the Aerial Videography technol-
ogy has been widely used and the motion speed of observa-
tion platform has been improved a lot, which has an effect on 
the image blurry phenomenon. It mainly reflected in high 
speed motion of load platform shift invariance with radial 
blur. So this research on how to improve the recovering ef-
fect of the radial blurred image with noise has important 
practical significance. 

At present there are a lot of related researches on the 
noisy blur image restoration problem. Those methods are 
usually originated from various methods such as probability 
theory, statistics theory, linear and nonlinear filtering theory, 
etc. And the RL (Lucy - Richardson) algorithm is one of the 
most well-known [2, 3] methods, which is based on the bay-
esian estimation theory, using the iterative way to estimate 
the actual fuzzy kernel function and the real image. This 
method is used in the non-noisy blur image restoration, 
without considering the noise influence in the process of 
recovery, so that it cannot meet the actual demand in the 
treatment of the blurred image with noise. 

In order to prevent the noise influencing recovery effects, 
the researchers had considered introducing the simple filter-
ing denoising algorithm with the form of regularization item 
into the recovery process, in 2003 DE monvel JB et al. in-
troduced Tikhonov regularization method into RL algo-
rithms, with the assumption that the original image was 
smooth. This method could eliminate the influence of noise 
to a certain extent, but because of its assumption, the 
 

 

 

 

restored images are prone to leading parasitic ripple edge 

fuzzy phenomenon [4]. After that, Dey et al. took the ROF 
(TV) algorithm [5] proposed by Osher in 1992 as a total 
variation regularization item and introduced it into the RL 

algorithms, which was named as RL-TV algorithm then, and 
obtained a good effect [6]. 

In 2007, the NL denoising method showed up, using the 
image of redundant information as an important means of 

image denoising. In 2009, YiFei Lou et al. introduced NL 
method into RL algorithms [7]. In 2011, through the analysis 

and synthesis methods, Aram et al. transferred fuzzy image 
restoration problems with noise into to the associated fuzzy 
and denoising problems [8, 9], made BM3D and other de-

noising methods can be directly used in noise image fuzzy, 
and achieved obvious effects. But the current recovery meth-

ods are mostly based on the assumption of blurred images 
having moved the same nature, so it is difficult to effectively 

recover signals with noise for radial blur this shift becomes 
blurred image. 

In order to solve this problem, this paper attempts to es-

tablish the model by analyzing the physical process of radial 
blur form through the transformation of BM3D image 

matching template, to delimit the scope of template matching 
in the way of polar coordinates transformation to radial blur 

image restoration problem into BM3D framework for proc-
essing, and to improve the effect of image restoration by 

applying the BM3D algorithm to image using redundant in-
formation. 

2. PHYSICAL MODEL OF RADIAL BLUR  

The image restoration is a technology that changes the 

observed degradation images to the estimate images and 

makes those estimate images maximumly approximate the 

real images. Image degradation is mainly divided into two 

categories: (1) the blur (space degradation), caused by the 

relative motion between the photoelectric payload and target, 

such as flow disturbance, load out-of-focus factors (2) the 
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noise (point degradation), caused by the interferences to the 

imaging components from electrostatic interference and 

other factors. The degraded image restoration process, even 

if the inverse process to estimate the original image, so get 

the right image degradation model is the key step in the re-

stored image. 

We consider the radial blur model and the general blur 

model have the same structure. Blur operator and additive 

zero-mean white Gaussian the conventional observation 

model is expressed as: 

g(x, y) = H (x, y) f (x, y)+ n(x, y)
 

Where f  is the original image g is observed data H is a 

continuous linear operator n is white noise. This restoration 

problem is an image deconvolution, it is the estimation of f 

given the data g and continuous operator H. 

The radial blur image is generated by the relative high 

speed motion between platform and target plane in exposure 

time. So this model will be divided into motion plane (yoz 

plane and target plane (xoy plane)to analyze respectively 

[10]. 

The (Fig. 1) shows a motion plane. Platform moving 

along oz axis to point o, movement speed is v, in 

t, t < T( ) , the distance of platform movement is 

S = v t , shrink distance can be obtained by trigonometric 

function formula 

L = v t
L

S
= L

            (1) 

In the target plane, a pure radial path is vector AB in  
Fig. 1. (b): 

g(x,y) =
1
t

f x + x,y + y( )
0

t

=
1

t
f x + vtL(x, y)sin (x, y)( ) S , y vtL(x,y)cos (x, y)( ) S( )dt

0

t

=
1

L(x,y)
f (x + l sin ,y l cos )ds

0

L (x ,y)

(2)

 

3. BM3D FRAME  

BM3D model is the best model for noisy image. This 
model based on nonlocal (NL) method that get image de-
noising with adaptive and high order groupwise. This model 
proposed by Dabov et al., is divided into two similar steps. 
In this paper combining the definitions from Reference [9] 
and Reference [11], we describe it as three segments. 

Let the image f
 
can be represented as a N N  square 

matrix, and each image block is Nbl Nbl , it can be square 

represented to Nbl Nbl , denote a vector of elements of 

j-th block Fj by fj and define Pj as an Nbl N  matrix of 

indicators [0,1]. So that f j = Pj f . 

3.1. Analysis 

Divide image into equal to the size of the blocks based on 
equal step size, the distance regulation is built for the 3-D 
group that is: 

SxR
ht
= x X :d fxR, fx( ) rmatch

ht{ }

d fxR, fx( ) =
2D
ht fxR( )( ) 2D

ht fx( )( )
2

2

N1
ht( )

2

      (3) 

where rmatch
ht

 is the maximum distance for which two blocks 

are considered similar.  is hard-thresholding operator with 

threshold 2D  and 2D
ht

 
denotes the normalized 2D linear 

transform. 

Denote the maximum size of group by setting an upper 

bound K, r is the number of group, J is set of group, so that 

 
Jr = jr ,1,…, jr ,K{ } , and 

 
J = Jr :r = 1,…,R{ } , where R is the 

maximum number of groups. 

3.2. Processing 

Denote D2 is Nbl Nbl size representing respectively 

1-D interblock transforms and
 
D1 is K K  size representing 

respectively 1-D intrablock transforms. The separable 2-D 

    
(a)                (b) 

Fig. (1). Geometry relationship of motion plane and target plane. 
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transforms for the block Fj is j = D2FjD2
T

. The vectoriza-

tion of this formula using the Kronecker matrix is 

j = D2 D2( ) f j , where j  and fj RNbl  corresponding to 

the matrices j , Fj.  

So this 3-D group is 
 

jr ,1
,…, jr ,K , using the 1-D inter-

block transform to every row of the matrix is 

 
r = jr ,1

,…, jr ,K
D1

T
. Finally we express the 3-D group 

spectrum coefficients as a formula which is: 

r = dj D2 D2( ) Pj( )j Jr
f

 

where dj is J-th column of D1  

Finally the formula is:  

 

r = dj D2 D2( ) Pj( )j Jr

=

1

R

f = f

         

(4)

 

3.3. Synthesis 

After completing the processing segment, the filtered 

providing estimates for each N Nbl  size block matrix in the 

group through the inverse 3-D transform 

r = dj
T Pj

T D2 D2( )
T

j Jr
, this block estimate is re-

turned to their original position. The final image estimate is 

defined as the weighted mean of the group estimates. So this 

synthesis operator is: 

f = =W 1 g1 1,…,gR R[ ]
 

where W = gr Pj
T Pj

j Jrr

 

In order to deal with the noisy-blur image reconstruction 
problem, traditional frame usually allows two different for-
mulations depending on which kind of image modeling is, 
the Reference [11] provides a frame, and this frame is a 
combination of deblur and denoise model, based on the Nash 
equilibrium balance of two object function.  

The deblurring problem is like the following constrained 
optimization: 

f * = argmin
f

1

2 2 g Hf
2

2
subject to f *

2

2

1

*
= ft+1( ) (5)

 

So this iterative decoupled deblurring BM3D algorithm 
is: 

ft+1 =
1
2 H

TH +
1
I

1
1
2 H

Tg +
1

t

t+1 = ft+1( )
     (6) 

4. MATCHING AREA AND RANGE 

Although the reconstruction effect of BM3D frame is 
better than other methods, this method can only be applied to 
shift invariant image processing [11]. According to the 
analysis for the physical model of radial blur in the section 1, 
the radial blur image model is a shift variant model. So the 
BM3D frame cannot be directly used to reconstructing the 
radial blur image. In order to apply BM3D frame to the ra-
dial blur image, the key is to change the shape of reference 
block to build the shift invariant nature in a limited range. 

According to the characteristics of the radial blur, each 
point in the orginal noisy image is the mean of all points in 
radial path. There is equal radial distance from equal radius 
in noisy radial blur image, so each rows element has equal 
feature in polar coordinates system image, so the BM3D 
frame can be used in limited equal radius of radial blur im-
age in polar coordinates system.  

In this paper, denote the sector block instead of the rec-
tangle block in rectangular coordinate system (Fig. 2). show 
the sector block: 

 

Fig. (2). Sector Block. 

The sector-shaped formula is: 

Sbl =
n rmax

2

360

n rmin
2

360
=
n

180
r rmid

 

Based on the features of sector block, each point of the 
block corresponding to the other one in equal radius, so the 
matching scope is limited in equal radius. But this block 
show the superposition of all blocks in radial path, if only 
matching in single radius, the enough similar blocks can’t be 
found and the effect of filter will be reduced. In order to en-
sure the BM3D frame’s efficiency, we expand the matching 
range in neighbor radius. So it needs to make equal area in 
all block to ensure the consistency of information between 
the blocks in different radius, that is: 

S1 = S2
n1
180

r1 rmid ,1 =
n2
180

r2 rmid ,2
 

Based on Curvature formula, top and down radian is dif-

ferent in variously rmid  when it has equal r.  It shows the 

direct relationship between the shape of block and the rmid . 

So we change the weight define for different block in differ-

ent position is gr = μ gr , where μ =
rmid ,i rmid , j

r mid

.  
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Fig. (3). Matching Block in Rectangular Coordinate System and 

Polar Coordinate System. 

The sector block in rectangular coordinate system will 
change to the rectangle in the polar coordinate system (Fig. 
3). shows this problem: 

The (Fig. 3). shows, the angle of sector block propor-

tional size of block in polar coordinate system. So the block 

will change the size to the reference block, then error is gen-

erated in this operator. In order to solve this problem, the 

flexible parameter μ  is added to weight is gr = μ2 gr . 

The synthesis formula is 

f = =W 1 μ1
2g1 1,…,μR

2gR R

W = μr , jgr μr , jPj
T Pj

j Jrr

= gr μr , jPj
T Pj

j Jrr       

(7)

 

In this paper, denote the matching range is: 

rmid
r

2
rmid rmid +

r

2  

  

Origin image Noisy-radial image 

  

RL RL_TV 

  

RL_NL BM3D 

Fig. (4). Result of Restoration (Lena, =0.3). 
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5. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS STUDY  

The test environment is matlab2014 in Dual-Core CPU, 
memory is 4G computer. It compares the RL, RL-TV, RL-
NL methods with the improved BM3D frame method by 
using the PSNR and MSSIM evaluation function. 

In this test, radial blur parameter is = 0.3  image in ra-

dial blur restoration, additive zero-mean and variance is 
3

10=  white Gaussian noise, construction a restoration 

error parameter is 5%. Regularization parameter is 0.8 in 

RL-TV method, and the parameter of RL-NL method is from 

the reference [12]. Reference image is Lena and Cameraman 

(Figs. 4 and 5). show the result of restoration, and (Table 1) 

show result of evaluation.  

Table 1, (Figs. 4 and 5). shows the effect of the im-

proved-BM3D frame is better than RL-NL (in  =0.1,0.2), 

RL-TV and TV method, but it is poorer than RL-NL (in  

=0.3); each effect of restoration methods is reduced with 

improving the parameter , the RL method can restore the 

radial blur but produce a biggest ringing-effect, the ringing-

effect is limited smoothed by using the RL-TV method and 

keep the main edge. 

The improved-BM3D frame is similar to RL-NL method. 

Comparing these two methods alone, the (Fig. 6) shows the 

details from these two methods in Lena and Cameraman 

images. This test shows the detail of improved-BM3D is 

better than the RL-NL in ‘Lena’ and poorer in ‘Cameraman’.  

  

Origin image Noisy-radial image 

  

RL RL_TV 

  

RL_NL BM3D 

Fig. (5). Result of Restoration (Cameraman, =0.3). 
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Table 1. Result of Restoration Coefficient (Cameraman). 

 Evaluation Function Blur Image RL RL-TV RL-NL BM3D Frame 

PSNR 20.042 22.916 23.001 28.043 28.131 
0.1 

MSSIM 0.4212 0.7033 0.7196 0.8245 0.8360 

PSNR 17.290 19.528 19.702 25.783 25.833 

0.2 

MSSIM 0.4087 0.6013 0.6428 0.7531 0.7567 

PSNR 15.605 16.994 17.013 24.707 24.761 

0.3 

MSSIM 0.4018 0.5724 0.5848 0.6906 0.6447 

 

 

Fig. (6). Result of Restoration (Cameraman, =0.3). 

Lena shows a large number of details and ‘Cameraman’ is 
more smoothly than ‘Lena’, it shows the influence of ring-
ing-effect is reduced from complex details in iteration opera-
tor, so this improved-BM3D method is better than other 
method in complex image. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the noisy radial blur physical model is set 

up. According to the features of radial blur image, it ensures 

a matching range, changes the rectangle block to the sector 

block in BM3D frame, improves the weight function for syn-

thesis step, and compares the RL, RL-TV, RL-NL methods 

with the improved BM3D frame method by using the PSNR 

and MSSIM evaluation function. The result of test shows the 

improved-BM3D frame is better than other method when the 

=0.1 or =0.2, then the speed of improved-BM3D frame 

is slower than other method. 
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